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1. Intelligent terminals  

In the opinion of many, videotex has not quite fulfilled 

the expécations characteristic for its initial development. This 

is exemplified by •restel [Arnold, 1981], • bere the actual number 

of users (ar,ound 20,000 ).  is far below the projected numbers. 

- Also, one hears all too often statements such as;."videotex - is a 

teçhnology in search of applications", etc. - Part of the problem 

seems to be the familiar chicken and egg phenomenon: people Will 

• ot buy videotex terminals before a sufficient varienty of useful 

and amusing applications are available, and service providers will 

not venture into providing such applications beforè a sufficient 

number,  of customers are in sight. 

Another factor is that technical characteristics imposed 

by early systems and inherited by many later models (frequently 

mentioned examples are the numerical keypad, access by menu selec-

tion and limited interactivity) effectively hamper and complicate 

the implementation of more imaginative services. For example, 

consider the awkward ways in which selection from alphabetical 

system indexes must be done with numerical keypads, and compare it 

with the simplicity of keyboard operation. The same applies to 

keywords, which can be entered through keypads (in a manner 

similar to using the letters accompanying numbers on most 

telephone dials), but at the price of unnecessary aMbiguities and 

other complications. Note that these difficulties cannot be 

uniquely blamed on insufficient hardware, bût they are also 
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anchored in the system software which is often difficult or impos- 

sible to change. 

There are many ways to improve the functionality of 

videotex, and thus preparing the ground for breaking the chicken 

and egg vicious circle. According to the Telidon philosophy the 

key is in improved graphic capabilities. While geometric graphics 

are certainly superior to CEPT-like mosaics in an absolute sense, 

it is far from certain that they alone are enough to make videotex 

fly. Another argument goes that most useful ihformation on 

videotex is in character form; graphics are a useful complement, 

but the possibilities offered by mosaics are sufficient for that 

purpose. This is the view of most European administrations which 

consider accessibility to external applications through gateways 

more important than better graphics. 

A third way towards improvement lies in gifting the 

terminal controllers with more intelligence. More precisely, one 

can open up the resources already present in most modern terminals 

uses other than just interpretation of user commands and 

incoming character strings, namely for 'télesOftwae and local 

programmability. 

The general trend, pushed by rapid progress of fabrica-

tion technology, is that videotex systems are moving towards 

public computer networks, where subscribers can choose from a 

large number of available services. There is no reason (except for 

for 



cost, discussed _below), why suCh' videotex networks shouldn't 

benefit from notions of functional distribution, well known 'from 

.other syatems [Bochmann, 1919]. 

• 

Intelligent videotex terminals come by in three ways. 

(a) Personal computers such as Apple can be fitted with hard or 

soft modules to interface with videotex. (h) Personal or small 

computers designed integrally with videotex capability 

(such as Nabu), and (c) augmented terminal controllers such as 

mentioned above. A significant example of this approach is MUPID 

(Multipurpose Universally Programmable Intelligent Decoder) 

[Maurer, . 1982] developed in Austria and available for lease to 

videotex subscribers in that country. 

Before discussing in more detail the functional pos-

sibilities offered by such terminals, let us compare briefly the 

above three alternatives from and economic and psychological view- 

point. While personal computers under (a) and (b) certainly offer 

much functionality (maybe too much for the average user), their 

cost ($2 000-15 000) exceeds several times the cost of videotex 

decoders (in the hundreds of dollars). This puts an a priori limit 

on the numbèr of potential customers. Further, the buyer of a 

personal computer  is buying a computer, and not just an enhance- . 

ment to his television as in case (c); this psychological barrier 

should not be underestimated. Back to cost considerations: aug- . 

mented terminal controllers cost less because 

- they are based on a volume - fabricated product 

business 
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-  offer less function than  a teopical,personal computer (but 

just enough for the purpose), 

Further, ,as mentioned above (and by many others before), 

modern decoders already contain memory and microprocessors which 

are the essential components of a personal computer. Therefore 

the differential cost is (roughly) the price of the keyboard 

($20-30) and additional memory (say 32kB @ $4/kB = $128). This 

argument is especially valid for augmenting Telidon - like  ter- 

minais  which alreadY incorporate large amounts Of -memory; 

"›<DID 

fore the above coSt'differential of about $14e would be relatively 

smaller than with cheaper mosaic terminals. Remark that intel- 

ligent terminals, •being neither personal computers nor standard 

videotex degoders, fully qualify as "special purPose hardware". 

there- 
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2 . 21..q1LULLAÊRE22...Mine. 

It is commonly recognized that videotex is now evolving 

towards public computer networks and there is no reason why they 

should not be treated as such (i.e. computer networks) and why the 

principles, lessons and experience learned from such distributed 

systems should not be applicable to videotex. Chances are that 

videotex systems will become even frontline computer networks, due 

to unique characteristies like (a) extremely large numbers of 

users (in nationwide systems); (b) the unifying influence of a 

presentation protocol (whichever ,  from the many existing) and of 

videotex databases (as opposed to external) which can be used as a 

common repository of information and also as a communication  

medium; and (d) the possibility to link up with external computers 

through well-defined procedures and standards (gateways). 

• 	What is clearly missing so far in this picture; . and Iwhat  

is commonly present in many other networks, is terminal intel- 

ligence (take forpeexample office automation systems). We recall 

the cost argument from the preceding section which puts videotex 

In an advantageous situation compared to other systemorfs where 

typically the point of departure towards intelligence are ordinary 

VDU's. 

A network with (say) a service computer and a number of 

programmable terminals can be also likened to a computer hierarchy  

where the highes't'level (terminal) is capable of autonomous execu- 



tion of some simple_tasks.,_but,for others it has to rely on :life 

spport provided:by the, service computer  (such as storage .of. pro-

grams, and data, gateway function's, etc.) 

One can envisage further levels in this hierarchy in the 

form of hand-held keyboard/calculators, and/or deeper levels 

service computers. 

• 

cannot discusà -  here es. further détail this way of 

organizing videotex systems; however, two' .  points  - must be ,men-

tioned: first, it provides à natural solution to-the..much debated 

problem of overloading the service computer by large numbers of 

simultaneous .users: Second, it reconciles and combines the 

adVantages of data processing based on . time sharing and stand-

alone small syStems. . 
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3. Telesoftware  

Telesoftware should play a central rôle in the design 

and systematic application intelligent terminals in videotex . net- 

. works. 

Telesoftware has, received so far much less attention 

than its potential woilld merit; - this.statement Is heard qUite 

often, but few seem to go further, than that. - Remark that 

telesoftware is  nt  even mentioned in Chater 8 (Technology 

forecast for User Terminals) in a new -  and well informed book 

[Tydeman, 1982]. In my opinion, most telesoftware 'prdjects 

reported to  date are rather•ad hoc applications,- without aspira-

tion to fully emPloy All potential of this technique. SxaMples 

are the CET (Counéil of Educational Technology) project [Thompson, 

1981] in England_and the Playcable system in the U.S. The former 

merely uses Prestel as a storage and delevery medfum,for educa-

tional software. Once the programs are  down-loaded, they are 

executed on a variety of computers in presentation formats 

generally incompatible with Prestel. Similar "software banks" are 

found in home computer (or terminal) networks such as the Source. 

Playc able  is an example of a "closed" system, where 'the language, 

hardware, transmission system and applications are under the 

strict control ofthe company and can be used only in a limited 

number of ways. Cooperation with other systems is practically 

impossible. 
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One should mention in this context the BBC microcomputer 

[Moir, 1982] aimed to be sold to more serious viewers of a series 

of programs on computers on BBC .  Television. This microcomputer 

system is supposed to be able to receive telesoftware via Prestel 

or Ceefax. 

What is needed in order to exploit all  possibilities of 

telesoftware is an integrated network architecture  (to be 

developed in the .OSI context) that provides a convenient framework 

for service development (using telesoftware as a tool), and not 

just individual applications. 

Such a system with intelligent terminals would have a 

unique characteristic: the programmability of some nodes by others 

in order to enable meaningful and flexible (reprogrammable) 

cooperation between nodes of the system. Note that this is a far 

cry from simply "downloading" programs to a terminal and then 

disconnecting from the service computer, as in the case of most 

presently known applications. While the generalized distributed 

operation may seem weird and unapplicable to videotex in its full 

generality (cf. the "targeting" capability of the ADA language), 

it is quite applicable in a more restricted framework of videotex•

applications. An already implemented example is the simulation by 

means of telesoftware of keyword search on Prestel (its central 

software having only numerical selections and an alphabetic system 

index). Other applications will be given later in this report. In 

most cases, the complexities of telesoftware loading, initiation, 
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are completely hidden to the user, who doesn't even know 

whether he is dealing with the terminal or the service computer. 

Networks with processing capability as described above 

will be called Distributed Processing Videotex Networks (DPVN). 

etc. 
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4. Functional characteristics of DPVN  

The following brief list is a first approach to what 

might be a reasonable starting point to the design of a DPVN. 

Terminals capable of executing telesoftware written in a 

general purpose programming language. 

b) Programmability of the terminal (preferably) in the same 

language. 

c) Programs and displayable data can come to a terminal from 

, any source (database, external computer EC, local user or 

remote user). 

More generally, files (programs and data) can be moved 

between any nodes of the system. 

Programs can communicate with other programs (in the 

database, EC) and with local and remote users. 

f) Consequently, provision must be made for .system-wide 

addressability and naming of objects such as programs, 

displayable files and terminals. 

The outstanding characteristic of such DPVN is that its 

components can dynamically and automatically adapt (by receiving 

and executing appropriate programs) to new situations and applica- 

tions. An application can be seen as the cooperative execution of 

several programs at several sites preceded (and possibly inter- 
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leaved) by the loading of appropriate programs. All this is 

happening (typically) automatically and invisibly to the user (but 

under the implicit control of his choices and commands). To refer 

again to the example of simulating keyword access in a Prestel-

like system, the user has simply to type a keyword (after select-

ing that mode of access) and wait until the appropriate informa-

tion is displayed to him. The program to do the tedious search in 

the alphabetic index is loaded and initiated without his 

knowledge. 

The most obvious placewhere-.such cooperative executipd 

takes place in a DPVN.is  the terminal-service computer 	But 1 . 

it would be shortsighted to'exclude fom the design other pos-

sibilities such as.  coopération  between terminal - service computer. 

7 external computer (gateway), between groups of terminals and a 

service computer (conferencing) or between service computers. 

Thus the design of DPVN fully capable of exploiting 

intelligent terminals could benefit from the experience from other 

advanced distributed database or :transactional 'systems. In par- 

ticular, a number of technical issues have to be resolved: 

1. The language problem: 	which language 	to 	use 	for 

telesoftware and for system implementation? There is no 

agreement in sight for an eventual telesoftware standard; 

proposals range from different machine languages through 

Basic and Pascal up to Cobol. The solution might be a 
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"metastandard" consisting in a standard international 

registration procedure for different languages similarly 

4 
to the registration of different character sets by ISO. 

Loading a telesoftware program would be preceded by and 

option negotiation phase. 

On a different level, one will have to provide 

for a set of tools (in effect an implementation language) 

for the service providers in order to easily apply the 

facilities offered by DPVN. 

2. Reliable methods for transmission of preegrams. Evidently, 

the requirements here are more stringent than for the 

transmission of displayable information. 	A transport 

protocol (as defined in OSI) is needed for that purpose, 

possibly for combined use with a messaging service. 

3. Naming and adressing conventions. 

4. Control the ownership of telesoftware and other files, and 

the right to modify them. 

5. Where lies the control for a given application? Is there 

always need for a unique locus of control? (E.g. in the 

Bildschirmtext/Prestel Gateway, the control is in the 

service computer). 
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' 5. Applications  

Within the above outlined framework, many classes 

applications would be possible. Some of them are (refer to Fig. 1 

for the data paths involved): 

• Classical videotex data retrieval (path a). 

• Classical telesoftware: downloading of programs and local 

execution after disconnection from the source (b and then 

c). 

• Local processing of displayable material (images) by 

telesoftware or locally written programs (d). Example: 

automatic animation. Note that in such cases telesoftware 

programs need not be separate entities stored on distinct 

pages or files in the service computer. Strings of dis-

playable data and instructions to manipulate them can be 

freely mixed (separated by control characters). This 

feature is present in embryonic .form already in the PDI 

concept; 	PDI code is a form of telesoftware. PMI's 

(Picture Manipulation Instructions), often mentioned as a 

possible extension to PDI's seem so be designed for a 

similar purpose. 

Telesoftware designed to interpret different presentation 

protocols would fall in this class of applications. 

• Image manipulation under user control (that is, by a 

(tele-)program interacting with the user); 	examples: 

games, CAI (b, then c and d). 

• Interaction between a program in the terminal controller 
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and both the user and service computer; 	examples are - 

various enhancements and automations of database search 

procedures, as in the example in sec. 3. In such inter-

facing applications, terminals are often called user  

agents  (b and c). 

• Interaction between user terminals (through messaging or 

virtual circuit mechanism); 	ex. games, conferencing, 

electronic mail (c, b, e or c, f). 

. Sending files (data or programs) to distant lôcations for 

• storage, eventually execution (h, e, g). This amounts to 

what might be called "reverse telesoftware". 
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Cci‘A-kcM ti 2. 

Figure 1. 

' Finally we include an illustrative list of concrete 

applications possible in a DPVN environment with intelligent ter-

minals and telesoftware. 

• Complex keyword search (querying) into videotex or other 

databases, including scanning the text (e.g. news stories) 

for given arguments. 	This is especially applicable to 

teletext. 

• Text and graphic editing (e.g. for messaging, conferencing 

or construction of private databases). 
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• All variants of game playing (user-terminal, User-service 

computer, user-user with the terminal executing bookkeep-

ing and arbitration tasks, group games). 

. Program development in a variety of languages (with 

telesoftware compilers or interpreters). 

. Educational applications. 

. Accomodation of terminals to changes in presentation 

standards. 

• Personal filing of data and programs in private pages of a 

public database. This makes it possible for the terminal 

•o function without local secondary storage, contributing 

further to the economic attraceivity of DPVN. 

From the point of view of such applications the 

reverse baud rate of 75b/s in some (mostly European) sys-

tems is a serious drawback. Current 1200/1200b/s trans-

mission provides and acceptable minimum, while future 

broadband ISDN-like systems [Handler, 1982] will permit 

more breathing space for all applications, as frequently 

discussed in the literature. 

. Data collection and form filling assisted by telesoftware. 

In this context we remark 	that 	"form management" 

[Tsichritzis 1982 1  seems to have a central role in office 

automation, one of the potential applications of videotex. 
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6. Summary and Conclusions  

1. The use of intelligent terminals points to an 

economically and functionally very:- attractive way to upgrade 

! 
videotext (and maybe'to break thé chicken and egg vicious circle 

hampering its developmen0. 

2. Telesoftware and local programmability (but not 

necessarily local mass storage) areS  the key elements in this 

process. 	the incremental cost for the additional functions is 

around $100-200. 

3. In order to draw full benefit from the new,  terminal 

features, a videotex system should be designed as a Distributed 

Processing Videotex Network (DPVN). Its main characteristic is the 

cooperative execution of concurrent programs (e.g. in the terminal 

and service machine, or in several user terminals). 

4. An important task is the systematic design of such a 

DPVN, drawing upon the experience from similar systems. This will 

assure that the necessary protocols and standards will be iden-

tified and that new applications with telesoftware will not be ad 

hoc as is.presently the case. In this context one should keep an 

eye on the development of the Architel system in France, aiming at 

a unified architecture and interworking for all telematique and 

similar applications to be developed in the OSI (Open Systems 

Interworking) context. 
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5. The most important technical problems to be resolved 

are schemes for naming and adressing objects (programs, files, 

terminais  etc.) on a systemwide scale, enabling orderly communica-

tion between objects. 

6. DPVN should be designed in such a way that intel-

ligent terminals (a suitable name might be Intelidon) and new 

applicatives they caser for are a superset of a standard system. 

Intelidon is a top-of-the-line terminal. 

. 	7. 	For those to whom theabove proposals might_seem 

far-fetched, complicated or expensive, .we .recommend ,to read 

'j auir 1982]. In fact, most  of. the  sample applications 

. 	the Report (and many others) have already been implemented,  an 

, intelligent terminal is available .for $7,00/Month (!), and Austria 

might be well on its waY to have the first,DPVN. 
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